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Department of Management Studies had organized the first ever Alumni Meet on Saturday,
24th August 2013. Alumni of all the three batches (AY: 2009-11, AY: 2010-12, AY: 2011-13) walked
down the memory lanes to cherish their golden moments of college life. The Function started with
the lightening of Lamp by the hands all the dignitaries.
All the Alumni were welcomed by Dr. Rakesh S. Patil, Head -Dept.of the management
studies and has thrown light on Achievements and the various collaborations done by the
department and also explained the importance of organizing Alumni meet.
Prof. (Dr.) S.T.Gandhe, Principal-SITRC, has expressed his views on how the Alumni would
be beneficial for achieving the goals & objectives of the Sandip foundation. He also appealed the
Alumni to give their expectations from Sandip foundation.
Chief Guest for the event was Dr. Rajiv Kumar Ex. IIM, Indore Faculty and while addressing
to the Alumni he spoke about the importance of organizing Alumni meet and also how it would be
beneficial for achieving the goals & objectives of the Institute & also for strengthen the bond
between the institute & Alumni. He also shared his experiences about his own Alumni meet.
After the formal function Mr. Shrirang Pundalik, Management Trainer, conducted a highly
effective activity. He divided alumni into four different groups and told them to write down their best
memories of Sandip foundation & the same was displayed on the Walls of Seminar hall. This
activity helped in achieving two objectives first it allowed the alumni of all the batches to get
acquaintance with each other & it helped in refreshing their memory. After this all the Alumni along
with the all staff took the Lunch. In between the lunch session executive committee was formed.
After the lunch all alumni gathered in seminar hall where they were shown a small video clip which
gave them a nostalgic feeling of their college days. After watching the video all the tears poured
down their eyes.
For the purpose of entertainment we gave funny awards to students, also token of
appreciation was given to Alumni. The Alumni meet concluded with cultural program which included
rocking dance performances of MBA-I & MBA-II students which was highly appreciated by the
alumni & lastly all the Alumni were invited on the stage to make some moves, noise & rock the floor.
Feedback regarding the Meet was also taken from the Alumni. Prof. Prabodhan Patil gave the vote
of thanks.
*******************************

*Inauguration Of Alumni Meet*

*Alumni Busy Sketching Down their Memories *

*Wave-III Showing their Moments Spent at SF*

*Wave-II Sharing Lighter Moments*

*Alumni Receiving Funny Awards *

*MBA-I Performing Ganesh Vandana *

*MBA-II Performing Lungi Dance*

